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Student of the week

Chris Nel showed us how it's doneChris Nel showed us how it's done

Chris Nel battled with his iron play and couldn't find consistency in his

strikes. This was due to his over-swing, which resulted in him finding

himself in a very high position at the top of his back-swing.

Fixing his back-swing was easy. He only had to tuck in his right elbow

closer to his body. This small change made a massive difference in his

positioning at the top, allowing him to have a more consistent swing for

consistent ball-striking.
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We are so proud of you Chris

Are you stuggling with consistency in your ball striking?

Contact me >

 

Welcome to the family
  

We are excited to have you as part of our communityWe are excited to have you as part of our community
 

mailto:In2golf18@gmail.com


Who will be crowned
the Champion?

Can you feel the heat?Can you feel the heat?
14 & 15 March 2020

Club Champs are just around the corner and we are very much looking

forward to crowning our Champions for 2020! We wonder who will take

home the trophy this year. If you have not received your tee-off time yet,



please contact Shane Hayes at the Pro Shop on 012 997 1547.

 

Hole-in-one Alert!

Du Randt Coetzer is a green machineDu Randt Coetzer is a green machine



On the 7th March 2020, Du Randt Coetzer showed us how to conquer the

course when he hit a hole-in-one on the 14th hole. Congratulations Du

Randt – we hope to see you out on the course soon, so you can share some

of your best-kept golfing secrets. 

Who's been winning at the
Club?

Saturday, 7th March 2020Saturday, 7th March 2020
Monthly Medal

A Division (0-9)

1st: J. Harper  |  66 nett (R650.00)

2nd: R. Brits  |  69 nett (R500.00)

3rd: R. McGhee  |  70 nett (R400.00)

B Division (10-18)

1st: P. Els  |  66 nett (c/o) (R650.00)

2nd: N. Anthony  |  66 nett (c/o) (R500.00)

3rd: J. van Rensburg  |  67 nett (R400.00)

19+

1st: S. van der Merwe  |  44 pts (R650.00)

2nd: D. Muntingh  |  41 pts (R500.00)

3rd: D. Laing  |  39 pts (R400.00)

Best Gross: P. Cooper  |  70 gross (R350.00)

 

Sunday, 8th March 2020Sunday, 8th March 2020
Betterball

AM



1st: M. Figueira & J. Hayward  |  48 pts (c/o) (R500.00)

2nd: G. Butholozi & S. Zuma  |  48 pts (c/o) (R350.00)

3rd: J. Lin & J. Lin  |  47 pts (c/o) (R250.00)

Find your truth
 

Know where you’re goingKnow where you’re going
 

 

Launching your golf ball onto a soaring and accurate trajectory is one of the

most satisfying feelings in golf. Most golfers are playing with a lie angle that

makes this more difficult than it should be.

Find your lie >Find your lie >
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1 degree makes a big difference

When your lie angle is out by just 1 degree, you can stray up to 10 feet wide

of your target. That’s the difference between a birdie opportunity and a

pressure putt to save par.

 

We’re here to help you hit better approach shotsWe’re here to help you hit better approach shots

Chat to us >Chat to us >
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Cleveland Smart Sole 4

 

One shot and you’re out (and you’re closer)One shot and you’re out (and you’re closer)
 

 

 

Nobody wants to be in a bunker any longer than necessary. The new

Cleveland Smart Sole 4 Sand Wedge makes it easier to get out fast and

accurately.

Learn more >Learn more >

Build your best game
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A longer tee shot means a shorter iron into the green, and we can all hit

shorter irons more easily.

 

 

HOW'S YOUR ATTACK?

Most amateurs hit down on the ball with driver, creating what we call a

negative ‘angle of attack’. This adds extra spin and reduces distance. To hit

it further, what you want is a flatter or positive angle of attack, so you’re

‘hitting up’ on the ball.

Improve your attack >Improve your attack >
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How important is playing better golf to you?

Please let us know >Please let us know >

 

 

Attack the fairway so you can hit the greenAttack the fairway so you can hit the green
Confidence with your driver has powerful ripple down effects for your

scorecard.

Ask us about a driver fitting >Ask us about a driver fitting >
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Srixon Q-STAR TOUR
 

 

 

As close as you’ll get to premium without theAs close as you’ll get to premium without the
premium price.premium price.

 

The new Srixon Q-STAR TOUR golf ball.

Learn more >Learn more >
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